
Technology and Financing



What is Fintech?

• Currently there is not a universally accepted definition of the term “FinTech”
• FinTech is to combine financial services with modern and innovative 

technologies
• It is clearly a rapidly growing industry as investments in these technologies are 

growingly exponentially
• The fintech revolution started post 2007-2008 financial crisis
• FinTech services are for peer-to-peer (P2P) lending, crowdfunding, money 

transfer, mobile payments and trading platforms field work – at least twice a 
week
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Fintech Features

• Convenience
• Provide the means to keep economies expanding while traditional 

methods and limited applicability
• Improved, efficient and Secured Payment System
• Speed with accuracy
• Innovative way to address the Financial data mining issues, Activity 

Reports, etc.
• User Friendly
• Efficient Time Management”
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Fintech Challenges

• Unavailability of Regulatory Framework
• Not Suitable with existing Financial Systems
• Rapid developments in technology cause financial Institutions to 

invest more on technology in competitive markets
• Rapidly changes make regulations a problem and provide outlet for 

criminal activities
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Affordable and Accessible 
Digital Financial Services for 
the World’s Emerging Middle Class



We aim to produce superior returns for 

our investors while making a difference 

in the lives of hundreds of millions of 

people.

We have a full stack of market-proven 

and award-winning software 

applications addressing the needs and 

aspirations of the next two billion 

people in the world’s emerging middle 

class.

Awards and Recognitions

2017 Visa Global Fintech Finals Winner

2017 The Asian Banker “Remittance Initiative of 

the Year”

2018 IFC Top 100 Fintech Companies Spurring 

Financial Inclusion

Featured in 

2017 ASEAN Rice Bowl 

“Philippine Start Up of the Year”

We are growing fast and expanding 

to key emerging markets globally



99% of transactions remain in cash.  

E-wallet usage is still very low. A “click and mortar” model using agent 

and retail networks is needed to provide remittance and other financial 

services to the unbanked but economically active.

The huge remittance flows has spawned a large and profitable cash 

remittance industry. Leading remittance networks generate over $150M in 

profit yearly.

The Opportunity with Cash 
Remittance



Sending cash to the countryside is costly and inconvenient.

1. Aling Pining, who lives in the countryside, 
texts her son, Bryan, who is working in the city 
or abroad to send cash.

2. Bryan will go to nearest accepting 
agent to fill up form and send money.

The process can take anywhere from 40 mins to 4 
hours. And often, the cash many not be available at the 
time and point of claim.

There are an estimated 20 million Bryans sending 25 
million Aling Pinings in the countryside.

3. To claim her cash, Aling Pining has to travel 
to the nearest disbursing agent which could be 
several kilometers away from her village.

We estimate that there are between 3.5 to 4 million 
remittance transactions per day and around 15-25% are 
not fulfilled in a timely manner or not fulfilled at all
because of the distance to get to the nearest sending agent 
and/or because there is no cash in the nearest disbursing 
agent. 

The Problem with Cash Remittance



We have made remittances more affordable and accessible by building Sendah, 
the largest inter-operable payment “network of networks”.

We are using the Grab strategy.  Like GrabTaxi, we have partnered with 
incumbents and like GrabCar, we are enabling any individual or retail chain to 
become a  transaction agent or a “human ATM”. 

By enabling inter-operability and building the largest agent-based transaction 
network,  we have made it cheaper and easier to send and receive cash from 
anywhere in the world to anywhere in the Philippines.

Our aim is to have transaction agents in every community in the Philippines by 
2020 and have the perfect platform to deliver a full stack of digital financial 
services to the majority of the population.  

Our Solution, Sendah “Network of Networks”



Partner Agents and Distributors



Panalo Express is 
the fastest growing 
transaction 
network in the PH

Ayannah provides 
core technology and 
mobile app to Panalo 
Express

Partnership with Panalo Express



Our Approach: Enabling A Full Stack of DFS
A full stack of market-proven digital financial services serving the needs of the emerging middle class.

TRANSACTION 
NETWORK

DATA 
ANALYTICS

OMNI-CHANNEL 
COMMERCE

Credit Scoring, Customer 
Profiling and Engagement

Cross-border E-Commerce, 
Insurance, Investments & 
Lending-As-A-Service

Remittances and Payments



Unbanked Market

3 billion middle class 
by 2020 but most still 

unbanked

87% of Filipinos
are unbanked

81% of Filipinos have
experienced 
borrowing

4% borrow from 
banks, 12% from 

financing companies



provides lenders with a 
better way to find 
quality and responsible borrowers.



Access a network 
of previously untapped 

potential clients

For Lenders

Verify and identity
information 

provided 
by borrowers

Scale fast 
through secure 

disbursement and 
collection channels

Improve 
portfolio

quality and 
profitability



is the Philippines’
first credit scoring service using artificial 
intelligence to incorporate behavioural data to 
assess the vast majority of Filipinos who are 
unbanked but are economically active



Remittance 
Transactions

Loyalty 
Programs

Bills 
Payments

Other Loan 
Payments

Mobile 
TopUps

Alternative Credit Score



• 17 years of payment data
• Over 200 Billers
• 5,000+ Access points
• 7 million transactions per month
• Over 22 million unique customers

One of the Largest 
Bills Payment
aggregator in the 
Philippines



Identity
Takes a picture of the 

person and valid 
identification card. Clarifies 
questions answered in the 

form.

Residence
Validates the residence of 

the borrower and may 
perform CI with neighbours

Collateral
Validates the collateral and 
takes a picture of the item 

to be mortgaged

Documents
Scans the copies of the 

documents needed for the 
loan

Field Verification



9,000+ disbursement 
and collection 

partners nationwide

Real-time access to 
up-to-date 

transaction reports

Security & 
convenience so you 

can grow faster

Disbursement and Collection



Agents and Distributors



Data Science 
as a Service

Data Cleaning and Normalization

Visualization and Interactive Dashboards

Exploratory Data Analysis and Clustering

Tailored Services Specific to Your Use Case







Vietnam, Indonesia and 
Philippines - Home to 500M 
with median age below 30 and 
rising incomes

Focus on emerging  middle 
class in both urban and rural 
areas

Focus on recurring transactions 
– remittances, bills payment, 
insurance & credit scoring 

Philippines
Pop. 103M

Indonesia
Pop. 261M

Vietnam
Pop. 93M

Our “V. I. P.” Expansion Plans



• “Very soon, if MFIs don’t develop a strategy and implement fintech 
behind that strategy, I think they will simply become irrelevant and 
slowly but surely shrink and die,” - Graham Wright, Founder and 
Managing Director of MicroSave
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How MFIs Can Use Fintech

• MFIs could potentially use fintech is to set up their own e-money 
system where majority of loans can be pushed out automatically 
from the system, and then cashed out and repaid through agents

• MFIs to use their outreach to create a cash-in/cash-out agent 
network, serving as disbursement and collection agents.

• Use fintech’s data capability to facilitate communication, loan 
decision-making, and other essential banking functions.

https://nextbillion.net/fintech-or-die-five-ways-microfinance-can-and-must-respond-to-the-digital-age/


